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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The brave men, living and dead, _______ struggled here have consecrated
it far above our poor power to add or detract.
1.

Peter looked at Jim, _______ turned deliberately away.2.

Morris he is entirely devoted to his correspondent, with _______ he has
been constantly connected in business and opinion.
3.

The old man was revered and loved by the Indians among _______ he
dwelt.
4.

There was once upon a time a man and his wife _______ had an old cat
and an old dog.
5.

The men _______ trusted him were shot and hanged.6.

The man _______ will say anything will end by sticking at nothing.7.

Several other boys followed, but the new-comer of _______ they were
afraid, a man scarcely thirty years old, had legs of considerable length, and
knew how to use them bravely.

8.

You asked yourself whether you had not gone beyond the duty of a wife in
keeping yourself wholly for a man _______ was bound up in his science.
9.

My first step was to recall all that I had heard of the actual woman
_______ had been buried from our rooms.
10.

And as I lifted him over, I was glad the postman could not see me-for I felt
that to lift a dog over a gate would be against the principles of one for
_______ the connection of sheep with good behaviour had been too strange
a thought.

11.

The person undertaking the business as proprietor and conductor was
nearly always an inn-keeper along the route, to _______ the beings, things,
and interests with which he had to do were all familiar.

12.
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Gerard, to _______ the words "peace and pardon" must have seemed
strange, was bewildered.
13.

You must produce the person _______ can confirm my words.14.

Penn cultivated the good will of the natives, from _______ he purchased
such lands as were necessary for the present use of the colonists.
15.

Evil is often more hurtful to the doer than to the one against _______ it is
done.
16.

This grieved her; she had neglected something which might have saved
the girl, to _______ she was warmly attached, from some imprudent act.
17.

I would do a murder for the man _______ would rescue you.18.

The greatest press was behind the houses of the men _______ buried the
dead.
19.

They replied in the affirmative; and upon the Indian's assuring them that
the man thus described had stolen his venison, they desired to be informed
how he was able to give such a minute description of a person _______ he
had not seen.

20.
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